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Abstract

The Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (AMV) modulates the North Atlantic surface ocean
variability and affects decadal climate evolution up to the global scale; however, the under-
lying mechanisms of the AMV remains debated. We use a multi-model ensemble of transient
past-millennium and unperturbed preindustrial control simulations contributing to the Pa-
leoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project - Phase 4 (PMIP4) to decompose the AMV
signal into its internal and external components. The internal component of AMV exhibits
no robust behavior across simulations during periods of major forcing such as strong volcanic
eruptions, whereas the externally-forced component of AMV responds to volcanic eruptions
with an immediate radiative cooling followed, in some simulations, by a sequence of damped
multidecadal oscillations. This indicates that the intrinsic mechanism underlying the AMV
is distinguishable from its response to external forcing. The internal component of AMV is
tightly connected with the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) and controls
the variations of AMV. The external component of AMV explains about 25% of the variance
in the past millennium simulations, though less-consistency is found between models. Our
results further indicate that the spatial imprint of external volcanic forcing on North Atlantic
sea-surface temperatures differs from the surface pattern of the internal AMV contributing
to the lack of robustness for the AMV pattern.
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